We’re Not Broken—Changing the Autism Conversation

Eric Garcia ‘14 will draw from his wealth of experience navigating education as an autistic person. Garcia will describe resources, supports and strategies that both he and other autistic people have found important for academic success in high school and college. In addition to academic challenges that autistic people may encounter, he will address social challenges as well. He will share insights about his journey as a Latino autistic person and approaches he’s used to succeed both academically and in his career.

A CONVERSATION ABOUT ACADEMIC SUCCESS

TUESDAY, OCT. 4
1–3 P.M.
GEORGE WATTS HILL ALUMNI CENTER

• FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
• IN-PERSON SEMINAR AND LIVESTREAM
• BOOK SIGNING TO FOLLOW SEMINAR

Sign up at alumni.unc.edu/academicsuccess

Eric Garcia is a journalist covering politics in Washington, D.C. He uses his life experience as an autistic person as a springboard to discuss what many autistic people have been saying for years: autism is a part of their identity; they don’t need to be fixed. His frustration with media’s coverage of autism inspired him to write about it. His recent book, We’re Not Broken — Changing the Autism Conversation, explores how autistic people wrestle with systems that were not built with them in mind.